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Measures in dealing with Intra-Dialytic Hypotension (IDH) at the home level rely solely in the assessment of the competent 
individual performing the procedure as hypotension tolerance varies among patients and is attributed to multiple factors such 

as length of the dialysis treatment, individual’s normal range, or UF goals. Unsuccessful management of IDH leads to termination 
events. In the hospital environment, there is a wide array of management for IDH, for instance they can extend the management 
to administration of hypertonic solutions or administering medications. However, there is no universal protocol and the literature 
suggests that in UK alone, there is disparity of the approach from one centre to the other. Much more is in a home or nursing home 
environment wherein this management is very limited. Locally, home hemodialysis adopts the local NHS guideline, which is a home 
hemodialysis guideline to manage IDH. This guideline was developed for patients to manage IDH as they dialyzed themselves, not 
in a nursing home environment wherein there are qualified professionals that can extend such management within the limits of the 
institution’s mandate. The rationale for this initiative is to establish a baseline care process model that will shift the framework of home 
hemodialysis management from symptoms based to trigger based system through adding an alert system following the treatment that 
promotes a culture of detection and prompt management. As such, a newer sensibility was developed to address such gap wherein 
nursing homes can extend the IDH management to better enhance the efficacy of the hemodialysis treatment. The fundamental 
concept of this initiative are integrating the latest evidence and modify it to a nursing home environment that suits existing legislation, 
regulations and company procedures.
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